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Counting errors in a voltage-biased electron pump

Xavier Jehl,* Mark W. Keller, R. L. Kautz, J. Aumentado, and John M. Martinis
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We have measured the counting errors of a seven-junction electron pump when charge is pumped against a
voltage difference. At finite bias voltages, we find that the errors increase exponentially with both pump
voltage and temperature, in agreement with theoretical predictions. To compare experiment and simulation, all
pump parameters were determined by independent electron-box experiments. Although we assume tempera-
tures somewhat higher than those measured, simulations based on the ground-capacitance model yield excel-
lent quantitative agreement with experiment and indicate that errors in the high-voltage regime are due to
thermally activated tunneling. In addition, a surprising asymmetry between positive and negative voltages is
explained by an asymmetry in the junction capacitances.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since its introduction in 1991,1 the electron pump ha
shown promise as a standard for both current1 and
capacitance,2 applications recently reviewed by Keller.3 In
operation, the pump transfers charge from input to outp
one electron at a time, through a series of small-area tu
junctions and intervening metallic islands. The charge mo
in response to bias voltages applied sequentially to the
lands through gate capacitors, creating a traveling poten
well that is able to store just one electron. The ultimate s
cess of the pump in metrology is entirely dependent on tra
ferring that one electron without significant chance of err
In the present paper, we explore the error rate of a pump u
as a capacitance standard when charge transfer is oppos
a voltage difference between the input and output electro
We report both experiment and simulation. Our study is s
nificant technologically because it sets a bound on the pu
voltage required for accurate operation and scientifically
cause it explores pump errors in a new regime.

Error processes in the electron pump have previou
been studied both experimentally1,4–11and theoretically.12–21

In general, errors in the pump result either when an elec
fails to tunnel as required or when it tunnels to an unwan
state. Failure-to-tunnel errors dominate at high opera
speeds when insufficient time is allowed for the electron
tunnel to a lower energy state. Such errors have been
served experimentally in five- and seven-junction pumps
Martinis et al.4,5,10

Other errors, due to unwanted tunneling, require that
pump pass through an intermediate state of higher ene
either by cotunneling, thermally activated tunneling,
photon-assisted tunneling. In cotunneling, electrons tunne
two or more junctions simultaneously, such that the hig
energy intermediate state is virtual and the final state is lo
in energy than the initial state. Errors due to cotunnel
have been observed experimentally by Lotkhovet al.11 in a
three-junction pump. Cotunneling becomes less importan
pumps with more junctions, and Kautzet al.9 have shown
that cotunneling does not explain the error rates observe
a seven-junction pump. Instead, under optimum bias co
tions, errors in the seven-junction pump are dominated
0163-1829/2003/67~16!/165331~9!/$20.00 67 1653
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single-junction, photon-assisted tunneling.10 In this case, the
higher-energy intermediate state is reached with the help
microwave photon apparently associated with the same n
source as the low-frequency 1/f noise observed in single
electron-transistor~SET! electrometers. In the present stud
we find that, with an applied voltage bias, errors in a sev
junction pump are dominated by thermally activated tunn
ing. Here, the bias voltage lowers the energy of the interm
diate state, and thermal energy is sufficient to boost cha
over the barrier and cause errors. With this result, all of
basic error mechanisms have now been observed in var
pumps under various operating conditions: failure to tunn
unwanted cotunneling, unwanted photon-assisted tunne
and unwanted thermally activated tunneling.

The remainder of this paper is outlined as follows. In S
II, we describe the basic mechanism of the electron pu
and present the equations that allow detailed simulation o
dynamics, including thermally activated tunneling, photo
assisted tunneling, and self-heating. In Sec. III, we desc
the experimental procedures used to evaluate the circuit
rameters of the pump and operate the pump as a capacit
standard. Finally, in Sec. IV, we compare the counting err
as determined by theory and experiment and describe
principal error mechanism active at finite bias voltages.

II. THEORY

We consider the electron pump in the context of t
ground-capacitance model,9,12 using the equivalent circui
shown in Fig. 1. The pump is a series array ofN small-area
tunnel junctions with capacitancesCJ and tunnel resistance
RJ . Here,RJ andCJ are used to represent a generic junctio

FIG. 1. Equivalent circuit of anN-junction electron pump within
the ground-capacitance model. Nanoscale tunnel junctions are
cated by boxes.
31-1
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without precluding the possibility of differences betwe
junctions. TheN21 intervening islands have capacitanc
Cg to ground and are biased by charge sourcesQ1 through
QN21. The pump is generally connected to an external
pacitance that is much larger thanCJ or Cg , and in Fig. 1 we
represent this capacitance by the voltage sourceVp . Ideally,
the pump is operated withVp50, but in the present study w
consider the effect of a nonzero bias voltage.

To transfer an electron from input to output, the pump
biased by triangular charge pulses applied sequentially
each of theN21 islands, as shown in Fig. 2. Each pulse is
amplitude2e and duration 2t. Because the pulses overla
the bias cycle is completed in a time ofNt, transferring a
charge through allN junctions of the pump. Reversing th
order of the pulses pumps a charge in the opposite direc

The operation of the pump is most easily understood
terms of electrostatic energy. In Fig. 3, we show the ene
of a seven-junction pump at a series of times throughout
pump cycle. At each time, a solid line plots the energy a
function of the location of an extra charge among the
islands. Here, island numbers 0 and 7 denote the input
output electrodes. Att/t50 and 0.5, the energy of the pum
would be raised if an extra charge were added to any isla
and this ‘‘Coulomb blockade’’ prevents a charge from ent
ing the pump. However, with a full bias charge of2e ap-
plied to the first island att/t51, an energy well is create
and a charge can tunnel onto island 1. In Fig. 3, a dot in
cates the minimum-energy location of the added charge
shows its progress through the pump. In each plot, a das
line shows the energy of the pump if a second extra cha
were added to one of the islands, assuming that the
charge is at the energy minimum. Thus att/t51 a second
charge is prevented from tunneling onto island 1 by this
ergy barrier. As charge biases are applied to successiv
lands of the pump, the energy well moves from island

FIG. 2. Charge biases applied to theN21 gates of an
N-junction pump to transfer a chargee through the pump.
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island, carrying the extra charge through the pump, until i
transferred to the output electrode att/t57. As the dashed
lines show, a second charge is prevented from entering
pump throughout the pump cycle.

Figure 3 was drawn assuming a bias voltage ofVp
520.1 mV between the input and output electrodes. T
bias raises the energy of a charge on the output electrode
meV above the input, and requires that the pump deliver
charge to a higher-energy final state. As might be expec

FIG. 3. Electrostatic energy of a seven-junction pump with
bias voltageVp520.1 mV at a series of times over the pum
cycle. For each time, a solid line plots the energy as a function
the location of an extra charge on one of the six islands. Isl
numbers 0 and 7 designate the input and output electrodes. A
indicates the minimum-energy position of the added charge a
progresses through the pump. Dashed lines show the energy wh
second extra charge is introduced, with the first extra charge hel
the island of minimum energy. The junction and ground capa
tances areCJ50.2 fF andCg50.06 fF.
1-2
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COUNTING ERRORS IN A VOLTAGE-BIASED ELECTRON PUMP PHYSICAL REVIEW B67, 165331 ~2003!
errors are more likely to occur when a charge is pump
‘‘uphill’’ against a bias voltage, and such errors are the p
mary subject of this paper.

As in previous work,9,10 we calculate the expected erro
using a transition-state picture in which the probabilitiesPn
for occupation of the various charge statesn of the pump are
computed over a pump cycle. Here, the indexn specifies the
charge on each of theN21 islands of the pump. We wil
assume the charge on any given island is always6e or 0, so
the number of possible charge states is 3N215729. In the
transition-state picture, the probabilities evolve according

dPn

dt
5 (

n8Þn
~Gnn8Pn82Gn8nPn!, ~1!

whereGnn8 is the rate of transitions between statesn8 andn.
The first term in this equation accounts for the increase inPn
due to transitions fromn8 to n, and the second accounts fo
the decrease due to transitions fromn to n8. The ensemble
average of the current through junctionJ at any instant is

I J5e(
n,n8

Pn@Gn8n
1

~J!2Gn8n
2

~J!#, ~2!

where Gn8n
1 (J) is the rate of transitions in which a charg

moves in the positive direction through junctionJ and
Gn8n

2 (J) is the rate of transitions in which a charge moves
the negative direction through junctionJ. By integratingI J
over the pump cycle, we learn the total charge transfer
and can determine the average counting errorE by compar-
ing the result withe,

E5U1eU E0

Nt

I JdtU21U. ~3!

Calculation of the transition ratesGn8n is greatly simpli-
fied for the seven-junction pump because cotunneling d
not contribute significantly to counting errors and can
neglected.10 Thus we consider only single-junction tunne
ing, but include photon-assisted processes and self-hea
effects. In particular, if tunneling from islandi to island i 8
through junctionJ moves the pump from staten to staten8,
then the associated transition rate is10,14,22

Gn8n5
1

e2RJ
E

2`

`

f i~E!@12 f i 8~E2DE!#dE

1
pa

2RJDE
u~DE2kBTi !, ~4!

whereDE is the change in electrostatic energy,u is a unit
step function, andf i is the Fermi factor associated with is
land i and its electron temperatureTi :

f i~E!5
1

exp~E/kBTi !11
. ~5!

The first term in Eq.~4! accounts for thermally activate
tunneling in which islandsi and i 8 have distinct electron
temperatures, while the second term accounts for pho
16533
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assisted tunneling induced by microwave noise. The nois
assumed to have a voltage spectral density of the formSV
5a/ f , like that observed at low frequencies in SET ele
trometers.

To complete the specification of our model, we define
self-heating effect that raises the electron temperatureTi of
an island above the temperature of the lattice, assume
equal the mixing-chamber temperatureTmc of the dilution
refrigerator used to cool the pump. Following Kau
et al.10,22 and Niuet al.,15 we adopt a model due to Rouke
et al.23 in which the powerPi dissipated in the conduction
electrons of an island is coupled to the lattice by the electr
phonon interaction. In this case, Roukeset al. specify that

Ti
55Tmc

5 1Pi /~SV!, ~6!

whereS is the electron-phonon coupling constant andV is
the volume of the island. To calculate the powerPi , we note
that tunneling from islandi to i 8 through junctionJ, chang-
ing the charge state fromn to n8, dissipates powerr in both
islands according to22

rn8n~ i !5
1

e2RJ
E

2`

`

~2E! f i~E!@12 f i 8~E2DE!#dE,

~7!

rn8n~ i 8!5
1

e2RJ
E

2`

`

~E2DE! f i~E!@12 f i 8~E2DE!#dE.

~8!

The total power dissipated in islandi due to all tunnelings
averaged over the bias cycle is thus

Pi5
1

Nt (
n,n8

E
0

Nt

rn8n~ i !Pndt, ~9!

where the sum is understood to include all transitionsn
→n8 in which a charge either enters or leaves islandi. Com-
bining Eqs.~1!–~9! with the bias schedule shown in Fig. 2
we can calculate a self-consistent electron temperatureTi for
each island and the counting error for the pump.

The computed counting error of a seven-junction pu
with parameters similar to our experimental pump is sho
in Fig. 4. For forward pumping, the errorE 1 is large when
the bias voltage is negative and the charge is being pum
uphill, as in Fig. 3. Errors in this bias region typically resu
because the charge escapes from the potential well and
turns to the input electrode before the pump completes tra
fer to the output. On the other hand, a small positive b
aids forward pumping, andE 1 actually goes to 0 around
Vp550 mV. At this voltage, errors in which the pump fail
to deliver a charge are balanced by errors in which the pu
delivers two charges during a bias cycle. At higher posit
voltages, double charge errors become dominant andE 1 be-
gins to increase again. This situation is exactly reversed
reverse pumping, withE 2 large for positiveVp and going to
zero aroundVp5250 mV.

Because most experiments involve both forward and
verse pumping, it is usually advantageous to operate n
Vp50, where bothE 1 andE 2 are relatively small. For the
1-3
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cases shown in Fig. 4 withTmc<100 mK, the errors at zero
voltage are dominated by noise-induced tunneling, and
error rate is controlled by the voltage noise powera. Here,
we have chosenAa55 nV, so that the total error rate,E 1

1E 2, is of order 1028, as is typically observed experimen
tally in seven-junction pumps.5–7 As noted elsewhere,10 this
level of 1/f noise is consistent with that observed in SE
electrometers.

In contrast to the situation at zero voltage, where the e
rate is nearly independent of temperature, at voltages
100 mV and more, the error rate is highly sensitive to te
perature. The exponential increase in errors with tempera
at high voltages indicates a thermally activated process,
in this regime thermal energy provides the boost needed f
charge to escape from the pump’s potential well. Details
this process are discussed in Sec. IV.

Although self-heating has been included in our simu
tions, it plays a relatively small role in the present ca
Typical island electron temperatures, which vary on
slightly with bias voltage, are roughly 71, 84, 102, and 1
mK for mixing-chamber temperatures of 60, 80, 100, a
120 mK, respectively. Thus self-heating is significant only
temperatures below about 80 mK.

III. EXPERIMENT

Our experiment used a seven-junction electron pump
ricated by e-beam lithography using techniques describ

FIG. 4. Counting error as a function of bias voltage for a sev
junction electron pump with RJ5100 kV, CJ50.2 fF, Cg

50.06 fF, t550 ns, Aa55 nV, S50.3 nW/K5/mm3, and V
50.02mm3. Results are shown for forward and reverse pumpi
E 1 and E 2, at mixing-chamber temperatures of 60, 80, 100, a
120 mK.
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elsewhere.5,6 The layout of the pump is shown in Fig. 5. A
in earlier devices, the circuit is aluminum deposited on
fused quartz substrate. The junctions are approximatel
31023 mm2 in area. The aluminum islands have a
electron-phonon coupling constant ofS50.3 nW/K5/mm3

and a volume ofV50.018mm3.10

The pump was characterized using the capacitan
standard circuit shown in Fig. 6. Here, the capacitor to
calibrated,C, is a low-leakage cryogenic capacitor specia
developed for this application.24 The primary measuremen
tool of the circuit is an on-chip SET electrometer, consisti
of gate capacitorCe and two nanoscale tunnel junction
which directly measures the pump voltageVp . The circuit
also includes two cryogenic needle switches, N1 and N2,
allow the circuit to be configured to perform several types
tests: measurement of the pump and electrometer param
as well as counting errors. For example, with N1 and

-

,
d

FIG. 5. Electron micrograph of an electron pump of the sa
design as that studied experimentally. Junctions are formed
double-angle evaporation and are located where the narrow h
zontal fingers overlap the neighboring islands. Gate capacitors
formed at the gaps between opposingT’s above and below the
junction array. The gate capacitors at either end of the array are
functional. The scale bar is 1mm in length.

FIG. 6. Capacitance-standard and electron-pump test circ
Here C'2 pF is the capacitor to be calibrated,Ce50.8 fF and
Co529 aF are gate capacitors for the electrometer,Cs1'20 fF and
Cs2'3 pF are stray capacitances, and N1 and N2 are cryog
needle switches that allow the circuit to be reconfigured while
low temperature.
1-4
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closed, we measured the resistance of the pump to
770 kV, indicating that the individual junctions have tunn
resistances ofRJ5110 kV on average.25 In addition, we
subjected the pump to ‘‘electron-box,’’ ‘‘charge-shuttle,’’ an
‘‘capacitance-standard’’ measurements.

A. Electron box

In order to determine the pump capacitancesCJ andCg ,
we performed several experiments with switch N1 open
this configuration, the stray capacitanceCs1'20 fF shunting
the pump is relatively small, and the electrometer is sensi
enough to measure changes inVp corresponding to charg
differences that are a small fraction ofe. This sensitivity
allows experiments of a type first performed on an elect
box by Lafargeet al.26 and later extended to electron pum
by Keller et al.7

In an electron-box measurement, the pump voltageVp is
monitored while the voltage across a selected junction
varied by slowly increasing the charge bias applied to
island on one side of the junction and simultaneously
creasing the bias of the island on the other side. Whe
critical junction voltage is reached, tunneling becomes fav
able, and the charge state of the pump changes rapidly o
small range of charge bias. This change of state is obse
as a step inVp , and the width 2u0 of the transition, mea-
sured as a change in charge bias relative toe, is given by
2u05kBT/Ec .7 HereEc5e2/2(CJ1Cx) is the charging en-
ergy of the junction, andCx is the total external capacitanc
shunting the junction. Because the pump is in thermal eq
librium during an electron-box measurement, we expectT to
be the mixing-chamber temperatureTmc , and thus a mea
surement of 2u0 can provide a direct evaluation ofEc .

Experimental values of the intrinsic transition width 2u0
are plotted as a function ofTmc for junctions 1 and 5 in Fig.
7. These data display two anomalies not observed in prev
pump experiments.7 First, the transition width does not de
crease in proportion toTmc at temperatures below about 7
mK. While we are unsure of its cause, this effect was
served in the original electron-box experiments,26 and may
indicate that the electron temperature of the islands does
track the mixing-chamber temperature.~Because self-heating
does not play a role in electron-box experiments, the hea
from 60 to 71 mK estimated for pumping is not releva
here.! To calculateEc from our data, we assume that th
electron temperature equals the mixing-chamber tempera
at Tmc580 and 100 mK and deduceEc from the slope of a
line constrained to pass through the origin and fit these d
points. The second anomaly is the distinctly different valu
of Ec of junctions 1 and 5, as indicated by the differe
slopes in Fig. 7. Charging energies for all the junctions
listed in Table I. As the table shows, theEc for junctions 5
and 6 are significantly larger than for all other junction
indicating that the capacitances are nonuniform and
pump is asymmetric.

In addition to the transition widths, the electron-box e
periments give information aboutCJ and Cg through the
relative amplitude of the steps inVp produced by transitions
in different junctions. Junction 1, being closest to the po
16533
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whereVp is measured, produces the largest step, and ju
tion 7, which is connected to this point through a long c
pacitance ladder, produces the smallest step. The comb
information obtained from transition widths and step amp
tudes allowCJ and Cg to be determined by trial-and-erro
adjustment. In the present case, we find a good fit to exp
ment assuming the capacitances listed in Table I.

In Fig. 8, we compare the experimental values of charg
energy and step amplitude~filled circles! with those obtained
from the ground-capacitance model using the capacitan
specified in Table I~open circles!. For the charging energy
we also show the result of assuming uniform junction capa
tances~open squares!. Although the step amplitudes pre
dicted for junctions 2 and 3 are significantly larger than tho
recorded experimentally, the overall fit is satisfactory. Ho
ever, assuming uniform junction capacitance clearly fails
account for the charging energies of junctions 5 and 6. As
discuss in Sec. IV, the asymmetry resulting from nonunifo
CJ is important in understanding the observed error rates

B. Charge shuttle

The fundamental accuracy of an electron pump is m
easily measured by repeatedly pumping one electron b
and forth through the pump.4,5,7 In our setup, this charge
shuttle experiment is performed with switch N1 open, so t
single-electron errors are easily detected by the electrom
With N1 open, the pump voltageVp is not controlled, but it
automatically adjusts itself to the point near 0 whereE 1

5E 2. In the present case, we find that an error occurs
average about once in 108 pump cycles fort550 ns. As-
suming that these errors are induced by 1/f noise, we adjust
the noise amplitudeAa to reproduce the observed error rat
In this way, we obtainAa55 nV, a value consistent with
the 1/f noise observed in typical SET electrometers.10

FIG. 7. Intrinsic transition width 2u0 as a function of mixing
chamber temperatureTmc for junctions 1 and 5, shown by circle
and squares, respectively. Lines represent a least-squares fit t
data points at 80 and 100 mK, subject to the constraint that t
pass through the origin.
1-5
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With the determination ofa, we complete the characte
ization of our electron pump. All relevant parameters a
listed in Table I.

C. Capacitance standard

As its first successful application, the electron pump w
used to create a standard of capacitance.8 The standard is
simple in concept. If a pump is used to addNc charges to a
capacitor and its voltage changes byDVc , then its capaci-
tance is

C5
Nce

DVc
. ~10!

In actual operation,8 repeated trials yield a relative standa
deviation of 331027 for a capacitance measurement.

To measure capacitance using the circuit of Fig. 6,
needle switch N2 is opened and N1 is closed, creatin
configuration first suggested by Williamset al.2 To explain

TABLE I. Values of charging energy and junction capacitan
deduced from electron-box measurements. Other pump param
are Cg50.065 fF, RJ5110 kV, S50.3 nW/K5/mm3, V
50.018mm3, andAa55 nV.

J 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Ec(meV) 0.220 0.248 0.269 0.271 0.360 0.333 0.2
CJ(fF) 0.215 0.215 0.215 0.215 0.140 0.140 0.21

FIG. 8. Charging energy~a! and relative step amplitude~b! as a
function of junction number. Filled circles show the result
electron-box measurements, open circles are calculated from
values ofCJ and Cg listed in Table I, and open squares are f
uniform CJ50.215 fF andCg50.065 fF. Step amplitudes are rela
tive to that of junction 1.
16533
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how this circuit is used to calibrate capacitorC, we first note
the presence of a conducting island at potentialVp isolated
by the capacitorsC, Cs1 , Cs2, andCe . If the pump is used
to transfer a known charge onto this island, the charge
generally split among the various isolating capacitors. Ho
ever, if Vp is held constant, then the pumped charge is
clusively forced ontoC, the capacitor under test. The task
keepingVp fixed is accomplished by a feedback loop th
uses the electrometer to monitorVp and a controlled voltage
sourceVc to adjust the voltage acrossC. With this feedback
in place,Vc changes to accommodate the pumped cha
while Vp remains constant, and the capacitance is given
Eq. ~10!.

As an important check of the standard’s operation, cha
is first pumped ontoC, then the pump is reversed to confir
that Vc returns to its original value when the charge is r
moved. In this case, pumping errors are minimized wh
Vp'0, since at zero bias the forward and reverse pump
errors,E 1 and E 2, are both small. BecauseE 11E 2 is of
order 1028 at Vp50, we might anticipate that capacitanc
calibrations can be performed with similar accuracy. Ho
ever, with the pump connected toC andCs2, about 5 pF in
all, the change inVp produced by a single pumped charge
much smaller than with N1 open, when all the charge goe
Cs1'20 fF. With the larger capacitance in place, the cha
sensitivity of the electrometer is reduced, and the accurac
the measurement is limited by intrinsic electrometer no
rather than pumping errors. This noise probably explains
331027 relative uncertainty of capacitance measureme
made to date.8

Although the capacitance standard is normally opera
with Vp near 0, the feedback circuit can also be used to h
Vp at any other value, allowing us to investigate nonide
pump operation. To setVp , we begin with the feedback loop
open, then shuttle charge back and forth untilVp settles to
the point near 0 whereE 15E 2 and the electrometer outpu
is constant. At this point, we close the feedback loop a
apply an offset voltageVo to the electrometer’s second ga
capacitorCo . By adjustingVo , we can changeVp according
to

Vp5Vp01
Co

Ce
Vo , ~11!

where Vp0 is the residual value ofVp when the feedback
loop is closed. Thus it is easy to controlVp using the offset
voltageVo .

IV. COUNTING ERRORS

After setting the feedback to maintain a given value
Vp , we can run the capacitance standard normally, as if
voltage were applied. Figure 9~a! shows a typical trace ofVc
versus time when voltage-induced counting errors are
nificant. Here, the pump is used to repeatedly transferNc
52275134,217,728 charges onto and off of capacitorC.
With t550 ns, about 50 s is required to complete ea
transfer. After a transfer is complete, the pump is maintain
in its hold mode, with all charge biases set to 0, for 30 s
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he
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allow measurement ofVc . With Vp'100 mV, reverse
pumping is expected to be much less accurate than forw
pumping~cf. Fig. 4!, and, because these errors are predo
nately ones in which no charge is transferred,Vc decreases
by a somewhat smaller amount during reverse pumping t
it increases during forward pumping. This difference a
counts for the general upward trend inVc apparent in Fig.
9~a! and provides a direct measure of the error we wish
study.

Each time the pump transfersNc charges onto or off of
capacitorC, we obtain an estimate of the capacitance fro
Eq. ~10!. The successive values ofC obtained in this way are
plotted in Fig. 9~b!, with up triangles showing results fo
forward pumping and down triangles for reverse pumpi
As expected from the voltage plot, capacitance estimates
rived from forward and reverse pumping tend to clus
around distinctly different values. In Fig. 9~b!, we show the
separate averages for forward and reverse pumping as da
lines. The difference between these averages measure
counting error, in this case associated with reverse pump

Experimentally determined counting errorsE are plotted
as a function of pump voltageVp for mixing-chamber tem-
peratures of 40, 92, and 110 mK in Fig. 10. In this figure,
omit data points nearVp50 where the measurements a
dominated by electrometer noise rather than counting er
in the pump. How do these results compare with theo
Because all pump parameters have been determined by

FIG. 9. ~a! Feedback voltageVc as a function of time for a
capacitance calibration in whichNc52275134,217,728 charges ar
repeatedly pumped onto and then off of capacitorC. Experimental
parameters aret550 ns,Tmc537 mK, andVp'100 mV. ~b! Ca-
pacitance value deduced when pumping up~up triangles! and down
~down triangles!. The average capacitance values for pumping
and down are shown by filled circles and dashed lines with e
bars indicating61s.
16533
rd
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.
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r
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e
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?
de-

pendent measurements, we might hope to obtain an accu
fit to experiment without adjusting any parameters in t
simulation. However, calculations using the experimen
temperatures yield error rates significantly less than th
actually observed. Thus, in Fig. 10, we show the result
simulations for temperatures of 115, 130, and 145 mK, c
sen to approximately match the experimental data at 40,
and 110 mK, respectively. Although estimates of self-heat
during pump operation indicate a base temperature for isl
electrons around 70 mK, we do not fully understand why
fit is obtained only if much higher temperatures are assum
A possible explanation is that self-heating is larger than
pected on the basis of the electron-phonon coupling cons
S found in previous experiments.10

Although temperature was taken as an adjustable par
eter, the quality of fit between theory and experiment fou
in Fig. 10 is excellent. In particular, the simulations refle
the same asymmetry between the errors at positive and n
tive voltages that is observed experimentally. The asymm
of concern appears in Fig. 10 as a distinct difference in sl
of the log(E) versusVp curves: the magnitude of the slope
between 20 and 50% larger for the positive voltage bra
than the negative branch. Given the complete symmetry
Fig. 4, this asymmetry in the experimental data was at fi
surprising. However, an explanation was found in the f
that junctions 5 and 6 of the pump have significantly low
capacitance than the others. As Fig. 10 shows, the asym

p
r

FIG. 10. Counting errorE as a function of pump voltageVp .
Experimental data are shown for mixing-chamber temperature
40 mK ~circles!, 92 mK ~squares!, and 110 mK~triangles!. Solid
lines show the result of simulations for temperatures of 115, 1
and 145 mK. The simulations use the parameter set listed in Tab
Because the voltageVp0 in Eq. ~11! is not experimentally acces
sible, the experimental curves have been shifted in voltage to fit
simulations.
1-7
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try in junction capacitance completely explains the asymm
try observed in the counting errors. This agreement dem
strates that the ground-capacitance model correctly pred
the depth of the energy well that effects the transfer of cha
in the pump. Overall, the agreement seen in Fig. 10 bols
confidence in our theoretical picture of pump operation.

Using this theoretical picture, we can identify the prima
error mechanism active in the pump at nonzero voltages
it happens, the error mechanism in this case is similar to
previously identified atVp50,10 but the process is thermall
activated rather than driven by microwave noise. In parti
lar, errors are most likely to occur at the point in the b
cycle, shown in Fig. 3 fort/t52.5, when the charge bein
pumped occupies island 2. At this point, there is a cha
that thermal noise will allow the charge to surmount an
ergy barrier and return to the input electrode, where it
mains trapped during the remainder of the bias cycle. Esc
to the input can happen in either of two ways. In terms
island charges, the two error processes are

A: ~010000!→~100000!→~000000!,

B: ~010000!→~2110000!→~000000!,

where the numbers in parentheses list the charge in unitse
on each of the six islands. Both of these processes trans
charge from island 2 to the input electrode, but in A tunn
ing occurs first in junction 2 while in B tunneling occurs fir
in junction 1.

A deeper understanding of the primary error mechanism
gained from the energy diagrams corresponding to proce
A and B shown in Fig. 11 forVp520.1 mV. At t/t
52.25, the probability of the pump being in the minimum
energy~010000! state is nearly 1, and any chance of being
the ~000000! state rapidly decays by tunneling to th
~010000! state via (2110000). Beginning at aboutt/t
52.5, however, occupancy of the~000000! state can no
longer decay rapidly because a barrier limits tunneling to
(2110000) state. At this time, occupation of the~000000!
state begins to increase due to thermally activated tunne
from ~010000! via (2110000). The accumulation build
~open circle! until shortly aftert/t52.5, when the bulk of
probability ~filled circle! moves on to the~001000! state.
Since a small probability of being in the~000000! state re-
mains, however, we have errors that occur by escape to
input. Because the energy of the intermediate s
(2110000) is lower than that of~100000!, these errors pri-
marily occur through process B. Thus, assuming our mo
applies to the experiment, process B accounts for most o
counting errors observed nearVp520.1 mV.

As shown in Fig. 10, counting errors at high voltage
uVpu.50 mV, increase exponentially with both voltage an
temperature. This observation is easily understood in te
of the energy diagram shown in Fig. 11. Because an ene
barrier DEB must be overcome in the transition (01000
→(2110000) of process B, this step limits the error ra
Assuming that all islands are at roughly the same temp
ture, the first term of Eq.~4! gives a rate for this limiting step
proportional to the Arrhenius factor exp(2DEB /kBT). That is,
16533
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because the limiting step is thermally activated, we expec
exponential dependence on temperature and barrier en
But DEB is linearly dependent on the pump voltageVp , so
the Arrhenius factor also translates into an exponential
pendence of error on voltage. Thus we arrive at a sim
qualitative explanation of the primary experimental resu
shown in Fig. 10.

V. CONCLUSION

The results presented here lead to a number of con
sions regarding the application of electron pumps as cap
tance standards. For the seven-junction pump under st
experiments and simulations show that, at temperatu
above 100 mK and pump voltages above 50mV, pump er-
rors increase exponentially with both temperature and v
age. Clearly, this high-voltage regime should be avoided
capacitance calibrations. Although calibration uncertainty
low pump voltages is presently limited to about 331027 by
electrometer noise, simulations and shuttle experiments
gest that uncertainties as small as 1028 are possible nea
Vp50, if electrometer noise can be reduced. According

FIG. 11. Electrostatic energy as a function of charge state
selected states of a seven-junction pump withVp520.1 mV at
three times betweent/t52.25 and 2.75. The pump can move b
tween adjacent states by tunneling in a single junction. Filled circ
identify the state most probably occupied during normal pump
eration. Open circles identify the state occupied when errors oc
by thermally activated tunneling. In the second column, the hig
energy level corresponds to the~100000! state and the lower one to
the (2110000) state. The pump parameters are listed in Table
1-8
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simulations in this low-voltage regime, pump voltages o
few microvolts can be tolerated without significantly affec
ing counting errors. Thus bias voltage is not presently
obstacle to improving the accuracy of capacitance standa

*Present address: CEA-Grenoble, DRFMC-SPSMS, 38
Grenoble cedex 9, France.
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